ARCHOS Oxygen 101 S and its Sound Dock, the obvious win for an extended user experience at home

Paris – Thursday, February 21st, 2019 – ARCHOS, the French pioneer of consumer electronics, today unveils its dedicated Oxygen 101 S’ Sound Dock. This compelling offer, comprised of a premium pedigree tablet paired to a very useful dock for a fast charge and a signature sound, is allowing many more usages at home, all hands-free. The ARCHOS Oxygen 101 S and its Sound Dock will be available across Europe in May 2019 at €169.

Outstanding screen
The ARCHOS Oxygen 101 S embeds a large 10.1-inch Full HD IPS screen. This gorgeous edge-to-edge display is ideal for viewing pictures or watching videos.

Extreme power
The ARCHOS Oxygen 101 S comes packed with a deca-core 4G chipset (MediaTek Helio X20) delivering heavier performance and full connectivity. It is equipped with 3GB of RAM / 32GB of ROM for increased fluidity and faster response to any task. It runs Google latest operating system, Android™ 9 Pie, with its bunch of new features, navigation system, screen-time controls, battery optimization, and privacy tweaks, not forgetting the complete access to the Google Play store and its +1,3 million applications, books, games, and films. It includes a long lasting 6,000mAh battery for great distractions during long time travels.
Signature sound
The ARCHOS Oxygen 101 S places itself very easily in its Sound Dock, using simply its pogo pins, which provides with instant charging and room-filling sound. Thanks to its two 4-watt speakers (along with its two passive radiators), it spreads an ultra-clear, loud and punchy sound for enjoying any multimedia content. With built-in Bluetooth 4.2 LE connectivity, it also welcomes many other compatible devices.

Extended user experience at home, all hands-free
Much more than the sum of its parts, the ARCHOS Oxygen 101 S placed in its Sound Dock, allows users to ask Google Assistant for immediate answers:
- Latest updates: news, emails check, events scheduled for the next days, weather forecast, traffic conditions, etc.
- Music playlists or videos: after a long day at work, users can enjoy music or videos from their favorite streaming services, to get entertained, to check tutorials for the kids’ homework or to obtain the help needed in the kitchen to prepare a nice meal.
- And even voice-command their smart home equipment, lights, HAVC, security cameras, etc.

Additionally, the ARCHOS Oxygen 101 S includes some serviceable front and back cameras, for video calls, an ultra-fast fingerprint sensor, together with the ability to set-up different profiles, for access to customized content between parents and children.

Availability and prices
Exhibited at the MWC 2019 (Hall #6 – Booth #B60), the ARCHOS Oxygen 101 S and its Sound Dock will be available throughout Europe in May 2019, at €169. The ARCHOS Oxygen 101 S will also be available as a stand-alone pack at €149.
About ARCHOS
ARCHOS, a pioneer in consumer electronics, continues to innovate and revolutionize the consumer electronics market. Among others, the French manufacturer was first with an HDD MP3 player in 2000, a multimedia player in 2003, Google Android powered tablets in 2009, a connected Smart Home in 2014 and PicoWAN, the first collaborative network dedicated to the IoT, in 2016. Today, ARCHOS designs and democratizes solutions with high innovation value in three segments: mobile solutions, AI, blockchains. With headquarters in France, offices in Europe and in Asia, ARCHOS is a strong pan-European player. ARCHOS is quoted on Compartment C of Eurolist, Euronext Paris, ISIN Code: FR0000182479.
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ARCHOS Oxygens 101 S

**Dimensions**
- Height: 255mm
- Width: 163mm
- Thickness: 8mm
- Weight: 510g

**Color**
Black

**Processor & Memory**
- CPU: Mediatek X20, Deca-Core, ARM A 53 @ 2.1 GHz
- GPU: ARM Mali T880 MP4, 780 MHz
- Memory: 3 + 32GB + Micro SD @ up to 128 GB
- RAM type: LPDDR3

**Operating system**
Android™ 9 Pie

**Display**
- IPS screen
- 10.1''
- FHD – 1920x1200

**Camera**
- Front camera: 2MP Fixed-Focus
- Back camera: 5MP Forward-Focus

**Audio**
- 1x microphone

**Speakers**
- 2x speakers

**Battery**
- 6,000mAh

**Network & Connectivity**
- 4G SIM
Bands
GSM: B2/B3/B5/B8
WCDMA: B1/B8
LTE FDD: B1/B3/B7/B20

Wireless
802.11 b/g/n
WiFi Direct
WiFi Display
Bluetooth 4.2 LE

Sensors
Fingerprint sensor
G sensor

Buttons & Ports
Power key
Volume key
Micro SD / SIM card tray
USB 2.0 Type C
2x Pogo-Pins
Headphone Jack 3.5mm

Dimensions
Height: 280mm
Width: 90mm
Thickness: 53mm
Weight: 1kg

Audio
2x 4W speakers + 2x passive radiators

Wireless connectivity
Bluetooth 4.2 LE

Buttons & Ports
Power key
Volume key
Mute key
Bluetooth On / Off
2x Pogo-Pins
USB 2.0 Type C